
Be confident but foremost practical - reflect upon the nature and expanse of the universe and realize your importance is that only of a grain 
of sand on the beach. But also that a grain of sand on the beach may become a castle for a time or a major agent for life on a planet as rare 
as ours.  
Pray for wisdom and discernment to determine between a complex fantasy world/manic frenzy/ depressed world and a more true-
representative reality. Because without discernment the results of being "out-of-touch" could drive delusional thoughts, madness, unrealistic 
expectations and suicide. With discernment your ambitious and unique talents will shine appropriately. Be a wonder!  
Don't be sidetracked by certain assignments/opportunities that are counter-productive to your overall God-given purpose. Identify time-
wasting activities and misdirected or meaningless pursuits. Live your life as you are meant to.  
An active and purposeful acceptance of bad/terrible circumstances should be wisely seen by the renegade as only part of a larger picture. 
Not a resignation to fate, or a passive and reluctant submission to events, but a calm temper of mind, not easily provoked, especially into 
reckless behavior. Always remember that. Always. Write it on your forehead and carry it in your heart for crisis situations.  
If there were a judgment of our life, or a life review upon death - our intentions & the consequences of our actions will be measured in some 
complex way we can only strive to understand. Good intentions, without proper wisdom, can lead to major consequences. Be understanding 
of others, reaching into the depths of their intentions and point of view. And be cautious of your own impulsive good- intentioned actions that 
haven't been thoroughly reviewed (in due time with the appropriate resources). Good instinct and good intuition develop over one's lifetime 
of learning and can speed up the review process.  
Never stop learning. Take breaks to enjoy the view, but ponder both within and outside of one's current expertise. Develop a pattern of 
viewing things within the context of the given words, tempo and culture of that doctrine/specialty and jump on board. There's much to 
choose from besides becoming "one with bliss" or with "psi-abilities" as is known by prophets and shamans. Science, mathematics, physics, 
technology, permaculture, literature, industry, health and nutrition, photography, world news, astronomy, economics, sustainable living, 
history. Basically, expand your awareness and worldview and apply your gift of "inspiration" within niches of your own choosing.  
Roots are great, but its the tree trunk that withstands the wind the most. All trees have roots, but yet their are many kinds of trees with a 
variety of characteristics... some are stronger, taller or bear more fruit. Remember, with mankind, it is our heart intelligence that brings us 
together, and not just the religious or ideological contexts within which our brain intelligence operates - in some sense these contexts are 
just the variety we see in nature among those in battle - one tree against another. Seek to de-escalate religious or ideological divides - be a 
peacemaker if you have that "relator" or "understanding gift”.  
Even the wisdom of our brain intelligence [and through words with which we communicate] relies on a heavy or anxious heart from time to 
time. Feel the blessing of anxiety, depression and other states you are uncomfortable with in the present time.  
Cognitive dissonance is a like a tear between our heart intelligence and our mind intelligence. Use techniques to re-align these so what you 
value with your heart and mind are in unison, and then incorporate them into all things YOU.  
You're not the only one of us who has somehow survived the emotion of extreme undeserved torment. March on with a badge of honor. You 
will heal. You must. Carry on. For even torment leads to wonder, and wonder to information that heals.  
Healthy self-love is the key to life. Attention-seeking behaviors in excess, vain or egocentric views of one's own value prohibit one from 
moving forward. Behaviors to avoid include, but are not limited to, shamelessness, arrogance, envy, entitlement, exploitation and bad 
boundaries. Many have dark pasts, but no one is limited to their past. With just a mustard-seed of faith you can get started - for even the 
Phoenix rises from the ashes. 
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